
Module F
Lesson 3
Exploration 3
Modeling Earth’s Surface



Earth’s Broken Surface

● Tectonic plates
○ Earth’s entire surface, including the ocean floor and the 

continents, is broken into large moving pieces 
○ a block of lithosphere that consists of the crust and the rigid, 

outermost part of the mantle
○ form Earth’s outer shell

https://www.hmhco.com/content/science/sciencedimensions/na/gr6-8/ete_modf_9780544882539_/book_pages/OPS/s9ml/glossary.xhtml#key-375676d782e94b709e7ae7d5592f5555


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RA2-Vc4PIOY


Get onto online science book and 
complete the activity 



Plate Motion

PLATES….

● move just a few centimeters per year. 

● move apart, (divergent)

○ volcanoes, mid-ocean ridges, and ocean basins may form. 

● move toward each other (convergent)

○ volcanoes and mountain chains may form. 

● move horizontally (transform)

○ hills, mountains, and off-set streams may develop. 

○ volcanoes DO NOT form at these boundaries.





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLhk2ztTw6g


- the boundary between 2 plates that are moving 
APART or away from one another  

- The force associated with this boundary is TENSION. 

  

___          ____________
                

_______________



•  the boundary between 2 plates that are moving 
TOWARDS each other

• The force associated with this boundary is COMPRESSION
• Mountains and Volcanoes form at these boundaries
• There are 3 kinds of convergent plate boundaries:

________________________
________________________
________________________



- ____________  - the 
area where an ______ 
plate ________ into 
the upper ______ in 
this kind of collision

- ________ occur above 
subduction zones

subduction zone
oceanic

descends
mantle

volcanoes



One oceanic plate 
(the denser one) 
will slide under the 
other oceanic 
plate, which can 
create a volcano.

Start on 
4:43

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmC-vjQGSNM


Mountain ranges 
form - Himalayas 



- the boundary between 2 plates that SLIDE 
past one another and are moving in 
opposite directions or in the same direction 
at different Rates

- The force associated with this type of 
boundary is SHEAR

- Earthquakes are a result of transform fault 
boundaries 

San Andreas fault





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZxPTLmg0ZCw




As a left side page, Create your version of the 4 
diagrams below, BE SURE to include the type of force 

associated with each plate boundary



Do Ebook Activity under Plate 
Motion section
Also do Evidence Notebook Activity



Use the Pangea activity from 
Exploration 2 to answer the 
questions in the hands on
Lab Section of 
Exploration 3


